Stanford Law School Professor Deborah Rhode, leading voice on legal ethics and women's rights, dies at 68

Deborah Rhode - law professor, leading voice on ethics and women's rights  By Bob Egelko Stanford Law School Professor Deborah Rhode, one of the nation's leading scholars on legal ethics, has died at age 68.
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Bay Area political events: Climate science, Biden and nuclear weapons Abortion rights law: Mary Ziegler, law professor at Florida State University, discusses her new book, "Abortion and the Law in America: Roe v. Wade to the Present," with Mother Jones reproductive rights reporter

Here are 21 new laws for Californians in 2021 State's new laws for 2021 will boost worker rights, diversity By Alexei Koseff With their most recent legislative session shortened by the coronavirus pandemic, California lawmakers passed far fewer bills than

Biden picks Xavier Becerra, California attorney general, to head health and human services Becerra had been
widely reported to be under consideration for U.S. attorney general, a position for which Biden has yet to name a nominee. Becerra went on to receive his undergraduate and law degrees from

“One freaking weird year’ revealed what sports is like without human closeness The Giants, A's and many other teams filled seats with cutout fans in lieu of humans. Reporters covering sports faced their own adjustments as leagues closed locker rooms and clubhouses to outsiders under

There’s been a rise in coyote-human encounters. The worrisome behavioral change, experts say, is the longtime product of humans pushing deeper into coyote habitat and coyotes, living up to their reputation as smart, crafty critters, learning that they can

Gorillas infected with coronavirus at San Diego Zoo, human transmission suspected It's the first known case of natural transmission to great apes, the branch of primates most closely related to humans. “There is some question, did it come (from) human to animal? It's an area that's

Trump uses architecture as a weapon. John King Urban Design The irony of Trump architecture order By John King The violence inflicted on America Wednesday by Donald Trump and his mob shows
how vulnerable our democracy is to a would-be authoritarian

*8 workout leggings under $50* Under Armour Women's ColdGear Armour Leggings Under Armour makes the best leggings for winter workouts. These are made with Under Armour's signature Moisture Transport System, which gets rid of sweat to keep

*A UC Hastings law professor weighs in* But there are some cases - usually under unique settings. It's a short phrase that I think captures what was in English law in the 18th century. There is a chance that prosecutors under President Biden

*Juliet Ellis is second SFPUC official to exit - also under federal scrutiny* Ellis came under scrutiny in 2012, shortly after taking the SFPUC job for an alleged ethics violation after she helped steer a $200,000, no-bid contract to Green for All, an Oakland nonprofit where she served as

public participation in agency proceedings hearings before the subcommittee on administrative law and governmental relations of the committee on the first session on hr 3361 and related bills, what is the cpt for saphenous neurectomy, plant parasitic nematodes in subtropical and tropical agric, chrysler 300 srt8 2015
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